Congenital fibrosis of the extraocular muscles

Congenital fibrosis of the extraocular muscles (CFEOM) is a disorder of the nervous system that affects use of the muscles that surround the eyes (extraocular muscles). These muscles control eye movement and the direction of the eyes (for example, looking straight ahead). CFEOM impairs control of these muscles. As a result, affected individuals are unable to move their eyes normally. Most people with this condition have difficulty looking upward, and their side-to-side eye movement may also be limited. The eyes may look in different directions (strabismus). Instead of moving their eyes, affected individuals may need to turn their head to track moving objects. Additionally, most people with CFEOM have droopy eyelids (ptosis), which further limits their vision.

Researchers have identified several forms of CFEOM, designated CFEOM1, CFEOM2, CFEOM3, and Tukel syndrome (sometimes called CFEOM4). The specific problems with eye movement vary among the types, and some types are associated with additional signs and symptoms. People with CFEOM1 and CFEOM2 have only the eye problems described above. In CFEOM1, the eyes typically point downward, whereas in CFEOM2, the eyes usually turn outward.

CFEOM3 can include additional neurological problems, such as intellectual disability; difficulty with social skills; a smaller-than-normal head size (microcephaly); muscle weakness in the face; nonfunctioning vocal cords; and a set of symptoms called Kallmann syndrome, which features delayed or absent puberty and an impaired sense of smell. Some affected individuals develop pain, weakness, or a decreased ability to feel sensations in the limbs (peripheral neuropathy), which can begin in childhood or adulthood.

Brain abnormalities can also occur in people with CFEOM3. Some have abnormal development of the white matter, which is brain tissue containing nerve cell fibers (axons) that transmit nerve impulses. A particular form of CFEOM3, known as CFEOM3 with polymicrogyria, is characterized by abnormal development of the brain, in which the folds and ridges on the surface of the brain are smaller and more numerous than usual.

Tukel syndrome is characterized by missing fingers (oligodactyly) and other hand abnormalities in addition to problems with eye movement.

Frequency

CFEOM1 is the most common form of congenital fibrosis of the extraocular muscles, affecting at least 1 in 230,000 people. CFEOM1 and CFEOM3 have been reported worldwide, whereas CFEOM2 has been seen in only a few families of Turkish, Saudi Arabian, and Iranian descent. Tukel syndrome appears to be very rare; it has been diagnosed in only one large Turkish family.
Causes

Several genes involved in CFEOM have been identified. Mutations in the \textit{KIF21A} gene cause CFEOM1 and rare cases of CFEOM3; mutations in the \textit{TUBB3} gene cause CFEOM3 and rare cases of CFEOM1; a mutation in the \textit{TUBB2B} gene causes CFEOM3 with polymicrogyria; and mutations in the \textit{PHOX2A} gene cause CFEOM2. The genetic cause of Tukel syndrome is unknown. The CFEOM-related genes are important for growth or development of nerve cells (neurons).

Mutations in the \textit{KIF21A}, \textit{TUBB3}, or \textit{TUBB2B} gene impair a process called axon guidance. Through this process, the specialized extensions of neurons (axons) are directed to their correct positions. Once in the right position, axons relay messages from the brain to muscles and sensory cells and back to the brain, which is critical for controlling muscle movement and detecting sensations such as touch, pain, and heat. As a result of these mutations, axons do not reach their proper locations. Nerves in the head and face (known as cranial nerves) that control muscles that move the eyes and eyelids are particularly affected, although other nerves can also be involved. Abnormal growth of cranial nerves impairs extraocular muscle function and leads to the characteristic features of CFEOM, including restricted eye movement and droopy eyelids. Problems with other nerves likely underlie additional neurological features in people with CFEOM3.

The protein produced from the \textit{PHOX2A} gene is involved in neuron development, particularly of cranial nerves III and IV, which are necessary for normal eye movement. Mutations likely eliminate the function of the PHOX2A protein, which prevents the normal development of these cranial nerves and impairs control of the extraocular muscles.

Studies suggest that a gene associated with Tukel syndrome may be located near one end of chromosome 21. Some people with features of CFEOM do not have mutations in the genes mentioned above, indicating that other genes that have not been identified may also be involved in the condition.

Inheritance Pattern

The different types of CFEOM have different patterns of inheritance. CFEOM1 and CFEOM3 are inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of the altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In some cases, an affected person inherits the mutation from one affected parent. Other cases result from new mutations in the gene and occur in people with no history of the disorder in their family. CFEOM2 is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, which means both copies of the gene in each cell have mutations. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition. Tukel syndrome also appears to have an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance, although the genetic change responsible for this disorder is unknown.
Other Names for This Condition

- CFEOM
- congenital external ophthalmoplegia
- congenital fibrosis of extraocular muscles
- congenital fibrosis syndrome
- general fibrosis syndrome

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing? /primer/testing/genetictesting

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22congenital+fibrosis+of+the+extraocular+muscles%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources


Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Strabismus https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001004.htm
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Additional NIH Resources

- National Eye Institute: How the Eyes Work
  https://www.nei.nih.gov/learn-about-eye-health/healthy-vision/how-eyes-work

Educational Resources

- MalaCards: fibrosis of extraocular muscles, congenital, 1
  https://www.malacards.org/card/fibrosis_of_extraocular_muscles_congenital_1
- Merck Manual Consumer Version: Strabismus
- Neuromuscular Disease Center, Washington University
  https://neuromuscular.wustl.edu/syncm.html#feom
- Orphanet: Congenital fibrosis of extraocular muscles
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=45358
- The Engle Laboratory, Boston Children’s Hospital
  http://www.childrenshospital.org/Research/Labs/engle-laboratory/neurogenetics-research/cfeom-overview

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/congenital-fibrosis-of-the-extraocular-muscles/
- Prevent Blindness America
  https://www.preventblindness.org/

Clinical Information from GeneReviews

- Congenital Fibrosis of the Extraocular Muscles
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1348

Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28congenital+fibrosis%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+%28extraocular+muscles%5BTIAB%5D%29%29+OR+%28cfeom%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+2520+days%22%5Bdp%5D
Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- FIBROSIS OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES, CONGENITAL, 1
  http://omim.org/entry/135700
- FIBROSIS OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES, CONGENITAL, 2
  http://omim.org/entry/602078
- FIBROSIS OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES, CONGENITAL, 3A, WITH OR WITHOUT EXTRAOCULAR INVOLVEMENT
  http://omim.org/entry/600638
- TUKEI SYNDROME
  http://omim.org/entry/609428
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